
Family Well Being Associates

Secure Attachment

 

Elastic Attachment

 

At every level of development, our children need a balance of secure and elastic attachment with 

their caregivers. In many cases, birth mom's brain and body are set to Secure mode.  Her capacity to 

empathize (mirror neurons in the brain) switch into high activation.

When empathic responses are adequate, children will seek out a more elastic attachment 

with both caregivers – though often one parent becomes the designated driver. This is critical to 

their growth as individuals, as explorers of the world, as independent, freedom loving howlers after 

destiny. Elasticity-oriented parenting skills are appropriate at every stage of development.

Working with the natural tensions of infancy and childhood requires a willingness to 

acknowledge that not every life stressor meets with a solution. The elastic bonds forged in the early 

years provide each of us our own  irreplaceable inner guidance system. Parents of both sexes offer 

critical alternatives and support for managing the minutes/hours when self reliance is necessary. 

A few of your child's social & emotional milestones

1st Month – responding 
to outside stimuli

3rd Month – smiling at 
familiar faces, playing

12th Month – stranger 
anxiety,  cries at separation, 
understands “no”

18th Month – increased 
fears, very upset at 
separation, obeys limited 
commands

24th Month – temper 
tantrums, does opposite of 
what he/she is told

2-3 years – violent 
emotions, sense of humor, 
resists parental demands, 
dependent, possessive, 
gives orders, rigid routines 

3-4 years – jealous/romantic 
attachments to parents, 
imaginary fears (dark), 
sexual self pleasuring, 
interest in others bodies, 
identifying with same sex 
caregivers,cooperative play

4-5 years – coping with 
responsibility and guilt, 
prefers play with peers, 
competitive play - winning 
and losing successfully



Family Well Being Associates
DAD –  the Designated Autonomy Driver

We all take turns providing our children more security as needed and more autonomy as they are 

ready for it. I use the above definition of DAD to give credit to the many ways women fill the role.

 Fun and Games - Primarily DADs attach through play. As a distraction from loss, as a call 

for cognitive growth, as an arena for physical stimulation, play helps our kids develop more 

independent ways to get their basic needs met. Unlike secure attachment, successful play 

requires a certain amount of elastic tension between skill and goal. Too slack or too tight and 

the play becomes boring or threatening. Success requires knowing our children well enough 

to help them find joy and curiosity in life's natural tensions.

 Eyes that Scan the Horizon – Distance regulation is the act of managing the level of 

emotions in the house. It falls to the less emotionally attached parent to regulate how much 

intimacy and autonomy is needed to create family balance. (“That was a good talk. Now lets 

take a hike.”) Success requires establishing clear cues on how each member of the family 

can disengage from each other or re-engage after separating. 

 Governance by Law – Rule setting involves the visualization of one's intentions and 

effective management of consequences. DAD's brain takes a lot of the same data that 

Attachment – oriented caregivers make verbal/emotive and makes it spatial/abstract. DAD's 

rely on constructing abstract systems in the mind and adhering to the principles, rules, 

traditions, symbols of those systems. (“Wait til your DAD gets home.” is less about DAD's 

power to punish than it is an appeal to his/her capacity for bringing fairness and 

accountability to the situation.)

 The Breaking Point and Recovery -  Who steps in to the fray when enough is enough? 

With higher oxytocin levels activated, Security Based Caregivers have a greater tendency to 

hunker down and talk about an unhealthy dynamic then – later – feel  trapped by it. DAD's 

tendency to fight then withdraw internally mirrors the primitive urge to lead a stalking 

panther away from camp. Both tendencies teach valuable lessons about coping with high 

stress conflict. Both are modeling ways for your child to regulate their own emotions.

 The Loneliness of Hunting and Leading – Authentic friendship may be more difficult to 

acquire in a DAD's world partly due to his/her primal tolerance of solitude. Instead of being 

wired to tend and befriend as a survival strategy, stealth and keen observation are quieter 

skills taught non verbally by DAD's over time. The courage to stand alone with the 

consequences of one's convictions is a trait that is modeled and practiced with few words.


